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EXAMINING NUCLEAR ENERGY

CHAPTER 1

t takes a lot of energy to power the world. Have you 

ever heard adults complain about the high cost of 

electricity? Right now, a lot of the energy we use 

comes from non-renewable sources. These non-renewable 

sources, such as oil and coal, can harm the environment, 

and they will eventually run out. Because of growing 

worldwide demand, energy sources of all kinds are 

becoming more expensive.

Scientists are constantly looking for ways to improve our 

energy sources. They want to find ways of producing energy 

that are more efficient, less expensive, and better for the 

environment than our current energy sources. Right now, more 

than 80 percent of our energy comes from fossil fuels, including 

oil, coal, and natural gas. These energy sources are made from 

organic material that has been buried underground for millions 

of years. In addition to being non-renewable, fossil fuels give off 
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A NUCLEAR FUTURE?

a lot of carbon dioxide and other types of pollution. Alternative 

energy research focuses on balancing our energy consumption 

needs with the needs of our environment.

Nuclear power already provides 13.5 percent of the  

world’s electricity, and it may soon be even more common. In 

the United States, nuclear energy accounts for approximately 

20 percent of the nation’s electricity. Coal makes up a little 

Nucclear power provides onne--fifth of U..S. electricitty.
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EXAMINING NUCLEAR ENERGY

more than 34 percent. Nuclear power was once considered the 

future of energy. It is very efficient—it produces a large amount 

of energy using only a small amount of fuel. Much of this 

energy is harnessed into electricity. Nuclear power plants give 

off much less carbon dioxide than fossil fuel plants. However, 

nuclear power plants also create dangerous radioactive waste 

that must be stored and protected. Though they are very rare, 

accidents occasionally cause this radiation to be released into 

the environment. Scientists are working to find safer ways to 

build nuclear plants and store waste, but these efforts require 

cutting-edge research.

EXXPLORRRING NNUUCLEEAR ENNERGYYYY

In this book, your job is to learn about nuclear energy and its 

role in our energy future. Is it safe? Should we increase our 

use of it? Can it be improved? Can it be effectively regulated 

worldwide? Terrence, Maria, and Lindsay are three teenage 

journalists reporting for the youth magazine Stellar Science. 

They are investigating nuclear energy and recording their 

findings. Reading Terrence’s journal will help you in your 

research. 
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THE AMAZING ATOM

CHAPTER 22

lot goes into creating nuclear energy. Maria, 

Lindsay, and I are meeting chemistry professor 

Dr. Brian Andrews at the University of Chicago. 

We’ve asked him to fill us in on the basics of nuclear 

power. He greets us, and we sit down.

He holds up a small foam ball with smaller foam balls 

suspended around it. “This is a model of an atom,” Dr. Andrews 

says. “Everything on Earth is made of atoms. Atoms have 

a nucleus in the center. The nucleus is made of positively 

charged protons and neutrons with no charge. Tiny, lightweight 

electrons move around the nucleus. These electrons hold a 

negative charge. Overall, the charges balance,” he says. “The 

number of protons in an atom decides what element the atom 

is. Two protons make helium. Carbon has six protons. Uranium 

has 92 protons. Early research in the late 1890s showed energy 

rays coming from uranium and a few other elements. Scientists 
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EXAMINING NUCLEAR ENERGY

called this energy radiation. Elements that behaved in this way 

were called radioactive. The scientists also realized the radiation 

was harmful in certain ways.”

“Do all elements give off radiation?” Maria asks. 

“No, just some, “ Dr. Andrews explains. “But an element 

can have different forms. These different forms are called 

isotopes of that element. The element’s number of protons 

An atom consissts of a nuclleus made of protons and neutronnnss. Electrons orbit 
the nucleus.
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THE AMAZING ATOM

is the same, but the number of neutrons is different. 

Approximately 99 percent of the world’s uranium is the U-238 

isotope. U-238 has 92 protons and 146 neutrons. Most of the 

other uranium isotopes are U-235. The U-235 isotope has 92 

protons and 143 neutrons. ”

9

NUCLEAR FISSION

Fission occurs when an atom splits into smaller parts.Fission occurs when an atom splits into smaller parts. This split produces heat This split produces heat

energy and radiation. Scientists have special techniques they use to make a ener y and radiation. Scientists have special techniques they use to make a 

neutron split.neutron split. They can bombard a uranium atom with a neutron, which forces y can bombard a uranium atom with a neutron, which forces

the atom to split.the atom to spl The particles thrown off hit other uranium nuclei.The particles thrown off hit other uranium nuclei Then these hen these

nuclei split, creating a chain reaction.uclei split, creating a cha

neutron

uranium atom 

nucleus

heat energy 

and radiation
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Otto Haahn, lefft,, and Lise MMeitneeer, righht, 
heelped ddiscovveer nucclear fissionnn in 19338.

“Do the energy particles just 

shoot off from the uranium?” 

I ask.

“No, not like that,” Dr. 

Andrews says. “Basically, we 

need to split up the uranium 

atom. When a uranium atom 

splits, particles are thrown off. 

These particles hit other atoms 

and cause those atoms to split. 

This process is known as a 

chain reaction. Imagine a line 

of dominoes standing up. When 

one domino falls, it causes the 

next one to fall. This is also a 

chain reaction.” 

Dr. Andrews tells us that 

splitting a uranium atom’s 

nucleus releases a huge amount 

of energy. This is called nuclear fission. Fission happens 

naturally in a few elements, such as uranium and plutonium. 

During World War II (1939–1945), scientists used nuclear 

fission to create atomic bombs, two of which were dropped 

on Japan. 

“While using the atomic bombs on Japan helped to end the 

war, people afterward tried to find peaceful ways to use nuclear 
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energy,” Dr. Andrews says. 

“They realized such massive 

amounts of energy could 

serve both constructive and 

destructive purposes.”

“And that led to 

nuclear power plants,” 

I said. 

“Right!” Dr. Andrews 

says. I know where our next 

stop needs to be. 

1

THE BOMBING OF JAPAN

On August 6, 1945, the United States dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima, On August 6, 1945, the United States dropped an atomic bomb on Hiroshima

Japan. Approximately 70,000 people were killed instantly. On August 9, threeJapan. Approximately 70,000 people were killed instantly. On August 9, three

days after bombing Hiroshima, the United States dropped a second bombdays after bombing Hiroshima, the United States dropped a second bomb

on Nagasaki, Japan. Approximately 40,000 people were instantly killed inon Nagasaki, Japan. Approximately 40,000 people were instantly kill

Nagasaki. More people died from the effects of radiation as time passed.Nagasaki. More people died from the effects of radiation as time passed. TheThe

day after the Nagasaki bombing, the Japanese began negotiating a surrender.ay after the Nagasaki bombing, the Japanese began negotiating a surrender.

Thhe atommmic bommbb blasst at Naagasakki
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